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Abstract: For testing the web based application the optimum and efficient tool available in

the current scenario is Selenium Open Source. Various types of software testing can be
performed this tool across the browser tool. This testing tool can be used without any

limitation depending of the browser type. Using various components of Selenium testing
tool, we can formulate the same as a framework which can be used to test the web
application and other software automatically. In this paper we explore the various models
of Selenium which can be used to test a web based applications or ecommerce portals.
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INTRODUCTION

To ensure that the software developed is as per customer requirement, defect free, every effort needs
to be put by the developer to achieve this principal objective. Testing of software can be performed by
following two methods: (a) Manually and (b) Automatically. In the process of manual testing the tester
needs to test each functional scenario practically and report for any error which is more of personal
oriented. This process if much time consuming and more complex in nature [1]. In order to save time,
reliable and repeatability of testing methodology, we need to use automated testing tools for testing of
software applications. Testing of developed software manually by testing professional became outdated,
and the state of art in testing technology is automating the test process

Testing of software is a process by itself and which is used to find defects, bugs, key parameters and
reliability. Key parameters of testing a software can be defined as [2]:

(a) Performance: The quantum of time required to complete the testing task or activities of a software
product that was developed.
(b) Quality: The stated implied needs of the requirement are fulfilled by the functionality and features
available in the developed software.
(c) Security: To ensure that the software developed can withstand the malicious attack, risks from
hackers and crashing during critical execution.

LITERATURE SURVEY

“Database testing using Selenium Web Driver – A Case Study” by V. Neethidevan, G. Chandrasekaran,
International Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol 118, No. 8, P 559-566. In this work, the
authors had discussed in brief regarding the testing methodologies and identified Selenium Web Driver as
an effective tool for the testing of web based application database in comparison with other open source
available.

“A Literature Review Study of Software Defect Prediction using Machine Learning Techniques” by
Feidu Akmel, Ermiyas Birihanu and Bahir Siraj, International Journal of Emerging Research in
Management &Technology, June 2017. In order to enhance the software quality, various quality metrics
such as software testing, CMM and ISO standards were elaborately studied in this paper. The authors
suggest that software defects prediction can effectively improve the testing efficiency of software and
provide guideline for resource allocation, time and cost. For the error prone modules, they suggest that
the software testers should spend more resource and time.
“Testing Using Selenium Web Driver”, Paruchuri Ramya, Vemuri Sindhura and P Vidya Sagar, IEEE
2017. Ideally this paper emphases on the use of Selenium Web-driver for testing of web application and
to establish the usage of this tool in amalgamation with other tools like the Maven, TestNG, etc.
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This Web driver based tool provides an user friendly approach to test software and improve the
process of testing quality.

Automation of test process is one of the finest and easier approach for performing testing on any
software. THe principal advantage of automating the test process is, we can reuse the software and
maintenance and documentation of entire test scripts up-to-date easily. It was emphasised in this paper
that
Selenium Web Driver can be used for automated web application testing and it is very proficient,
unpretentious and precise results can be obtained.

SELENIUM THE STATE OF ART TESTING TOOL

Selenium is a state of art testing tools having various components having different approach to support
automation of testing process. Ideally one or more tools are focused by the testing professions aht meets
most of the system requirement.
However, understanding and having knowledge of all the tools available in Selenium will help in
expertise for optimum and ideal usage of this tool for software testing. The complete set of tools available
in Selenium framework, will help in automating the test process of web based applications and user
defined software of all types [3].

This tools helps in identifying user interface elements, comparing, locating and to analyse the achieved
result with the expected one. The key feature of Selenium tool is, the support for implementing the test of
diversified web browser platform without any bottleneck.
Selenium is poised with various tools for software defect prediction having precise role for each one.
The architecture of Selenium is as given below in Fig.- 1

Fig.1: Selenium Architecture
Brief explanation of various tools available in Selenium framework are explained as below :

SELENIUM RC OR REMOTE CONTROL

Selenium Remote Control normally called as RC is one of the leading testing tool for many decades for
the testing of software projects. This test tool helps to write automated Web application UI test in any
programing language against any HTTP website which uses the Java Script enabled browser. Selenium RC
was the main testing tool for defect prediction of any software till the emergence of Selenium Web Driver
which is more powerful and efficiency as compared to RC. The following Fig - 2 represents the brief
architecture of Selenium RC.
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Fig. 2: Selenium RC Architecture
The usage of Selenium RC is slowly deprecated, not actively supported and in the more of maintenance.

SELENIUM IDE

Selenium IDE (Integrated Development Environment) was developed by Shinya Kasatani during the
studying phase of Selenium Core. During this phase, he apprehended that we can extend the JavaScript
code for creating an integrated development environment (IDE). This IDE can be which can be wrought
out into Mozilla Firefox for better testing and defect prediction. This tool is a prototype one, which can be
used for test scripts building for Firefox and Chrome. This tool can provide an interface which can be very
easy to use in the process of software testing automation. The architecture of Selenium IDE is as given in
Fig. – 3.

Fig. 3: Selenium IDE Architecture
Using this tool can help in providing easy-to-use, to record the testing scenario and the feature of
playing back the testing scenario. It also provides easy usage even persons who have no programming
expertise.

SELENIUM WEBDRIVER

The latest addition to the Selenium toolkit is the Selenium WebDriver. It is a powerful framework
automated web testing process which helps to execute the testing methodology across boundaries of web
browsers. Automated web testing scripts can be developed through this framework which will be more
flexible and powerful that any other open source available in the current scenario [4]. This framework
supports the browsers likes IE, Safari, Opera, Google Chrome, Firefox, Phantom JS, etc. While comparing
with Selenium IDE, this tool can be used for writing customized test process using the programming
languages like Java, .Net, etc. The following Figure shows the programming architecture of Selenium Web
Driver:
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Fig. 4: Programming Languages of Selenium Web Driver
Having the facility of customising the test procedure using diversified programming languages, helps
non-dependency of functions built within this tool. This advantage can help us in defining conditional
operations, variable and constant parameters declaration, testing loops, etc.

This automation tool also provides remarkable features, enhanced cohesive and OOPs oriented API
which are considered as an outcome to overcome the limitations of ancient testing tools.

SELENIUM-GRID

Selenium Grid is a tool which helps to execute the scripts simultaneously (parallel processing) across
virtual or physical machines. This tool helps histrionically accelerates the process of software testing
process transversely browsers and platforms, it gives very swift and precise feedback. Multiple instances
of Web Driver or RC tests can be run in parallel using the same code base. This helps to overcome the
need of code presence in the system where they are executed.

Selenium Grid can be incorporated in a Hub and a Node. The Hub can be considered as Server, and acts
as a central point in which the test of software is triggered. It can have only one hub and can be executed
in single system once. Nodes are considered as instances of Selenium testing tool which are attached to
the Hub for execution of the tests. Each Hub in Selenium Grid can have one or more nodes depending on
the requirement of software testing process. The architecture of Selenium Grid is as given in Fig 5 below :

Fig. 5: Selenium Grid Architecture
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The Selenium Framework is the combination all the above tools, which can be chosen depending on
the requirement, complexity of the software application to be tested.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SELENIUM TOOL

Choosing the right selenium tool depends of the expertise, knowledge and experience of the software
tester, to select an optimum tool suitable for the requirement. Ideally people with who are not having any
much experience with scripting and programming language will be use Selenium IDE. This tool can be
used for getting familiarisation with Selenium testing process and commands. This tool helps the users to
create simple and easy test procedures quickly. But this tool is not suitable for all the automated tests.
For building an effective automated test process, we need to use more than two Selenium tools as
framework (Web Driver or Grid or RC). However it’s not recommend to do all test automations using
Selenium IDE. To effectively use Selenium we need to build and run all the tests using either Selenium
WebDriver or Selenium RC in combination with one or more braced programming languages.
All the Selenium tools have its own strengths and weaknesses. Hence, the tester who want to build a
ideal test suite need to go with state of art testing tool
– Selenium Web Drive and use Selenium RC as backward compatibility.

TEST AUTOMATION FRAMEWORK

Any software of critical in nature has to endure rigorous function test, which can be performed by
automated testing frameworks. These frameworks, helps to maintain quality software releases which are
mission critical to any organisation’s performance. We need to ensure that the automation framework
should cover the complete business scenario and application requirements are provided error free and
reliable. The software testing professional always face this dilemma of managing the costs and resources
to achieve the said objective.

The speed, reliability and accuracy of the application software can be achieved, if an ideal automated
testing framework is defined. This framework can significantly enhance the testing process and provide
better return on investment to the organisation involved in software development and testing. This will
also help in minimising the loss and risk by avoiding the resources and money used in the testing process.
Test automation framework is as given in Fig – 6 below:

Fig. 6: Test Automation Framework
Using test automation framework, helps in script less representation of testing process, performing
tests based on data driven, reporting concisely, consistency in scripting and standardisation, effective
implementation and maximise reusability.

SELENIUM TESTING FRAMEWORK

Selenium Framework can be defined as structured code, which helps to maintain the same very easily.
If the framework is not available, we tend to place “code” as well as “data” in the same place which is
neither re-usable nor readable.
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Frameworks, helps to increase re-usage of developed scripts, enhanced portability, code accessibility
and readability, reduce maintenance cost of scripts, etc. Testing automation framework using Selenium
tools is as given in Fig – 7.

Fig. 7: Selenium Testing Framework
Considering the ideal tool for web application testing as Selenium Web Driver, and the framework of
the same are – Data Driven, Keyword Driven and Hybrid. The architecture of this framework is as given in
Fig – 8.

Fig. 8: Selenium Framework These frameworks are briefly explained below
Data Driven Test Framework

In the current market scenario, data driven framework is a prevalent automation testing tool. In this
method, the test data set is created in an excel sheet and the same is imported into automation testing
tool to process for testing of the software developed.

In this framework, all the requisite data is created from the external file sources like Excel, XML,
database table etc. This external file source helps to run the test automatically for multiple times having
varied inputs and validating values. The architecture of Data Driven Framework is as given in Fig – 9.

Fig. 9: Data Driven Framework Architecture
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The problem of keeping the data at a separate location for functional test helps to resolve using this
approach. Test results can be generated using the same test scripts being executed with various
combination of input test data.
Key Word Driven Framework

Keyword based testing framework can be created both manually and automated. This framework is
usually incorporated for automated testing process. The main advantages of using this framework are –
for reducing the cost of maintenance, duplicate specifications can be avoided, function scripting can be
reused many times, greater testing and support available and many testing process can be done with
minimum effort.

We can create many sample functional test using Keyword driven framework during the initial stages
of development itself. With this framework, we can test the application software at each and every minute
stages of development. Recording of the keyword testing process is the easiest way to implement. Once
recorded these test scripts can be modified and customized to meet the defined requirement of testing
process. In this framework, each keyword will be linked with minimum of one command, functional of the
software or test scripts used for testing, for implementing the actions that is relating to particular
keyword. It is the extension of data driven framework as the performance little better than the earlier
one.

These defined keywords are considered as self- guiding parameter, which guides us to identify the
action to be performed on the application software to be tested. The architecture of keyword driven
framework is given in Fig – 10.

Fig. 10: Keyword Driven Framework Architecture
Hybrid Framework

Hybrid Testing Framework is a combination Data and Keyword driven framework, which has the
advantages of both. This framework is considered as beginner level tool and easy to understand by testing
professionals not having much expertise. The architecture of Hybrid Testing Framework is given in Fig11.

Fig. 11: Hybrid Testing Framework Architecture
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CONCLUSION
This paper helps to understand basic concept of Selenium as an open source testing tool for the web
based application. In the current scenario many testing professionals are started using this tools as a
prime defect prediction methodology. As compared to other testing tools like [5] SAHI Pro, Windmill,
LoadRunner, QTP, etc. As compared to SAHI Pro and Selenium testing framework, the performance of the
later is better in case of execution speed and time complexity. Hence this framework, is proposed as a state
of art tool available for automated software testing, especially for the web based application. However,
the advantages are very high for this framework, it also has the bottleneck of highly complex in nature,
many components are involved in creating a test framework, cumbersome process of creating test scripts
[6]. Predicting the defects using testing tools is a novel research area for any computer science research
student, and prominent in the field of software dominated world. It is concluded that Selenium Testing
Framework, a combination of one or more testing tool will be an ideal defect prediction framework,
optimum for certain specific web based application and better choice for many more software of mission
critical.
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